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Abstract— The capability of accumulating microbubbles using
ultrasound could be beneficial for enhancing targeted drug
delivery. When microbubbles are used to deliver a therapeutic
payload, there is a need to track them, for a localized release of
the payload. In this paper, a method for localizing microbubble
accumulation with fast image guidance is presented. A linear
array transducer performed trapping of microbubble populations
interleaved with plane wave imaging, through the use of a
composite pulse sequence. The acoustic trap in the pressure
field was created parallel with the direction of flow in a model
of a vessel section. The acoustic trapping force resultant from
the large gradients in the acoustic field was engendered to
directly oppose the flowing microbubbles. This was demonstrated
numerically with field simulations, and experimentally using an
Ultrasound Array Research Platform II. SonoVue microbubbles
at clinically relevant concentrations were pumped through a
tissue-mimicking flow phantom and exposed to either the acoustic
trap or a control ultrasonic field composed of a single-peak
acoustic radiation force beam. Under the flow condition at a
shear rate of 433 s−1, the use of the acoustic trap led to lower
speed estimations ( p < 0.05) in the center of the acoustic field,
and an enhancement of 71% ± 28%( p < 0.05) in microbubble
image brightness.

Index Terms— Acoustic radiation force (ARF), acoustic trap,
atherosclerosis, diagnostic ultrasound, microbubbles, plane wave
imaging (PWI), sonothrombolysis, targeted drug delivery,
ultrasound contrast agents.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE widespread employment of microbubbles as ultra-
sound contrast agents is attributed to their strong scat-

tering capabilities and relative safety. The clinical use of
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microbubbles is to enhance the contrast in echocardiogra-
phy [1] and improve the visualization of liver perfusion [2],
and so on. It is suggested that asymmetric microbubble
oscillations across ultrasonic compression and rarefaction
phases are responsible for the generation of harmonics [3],
in addition to scattering of higher harmonics due to non-
linear propagation [4]. Contrast imaging modalities which
investigate microbubble nonlinear fundamental and second
harmonic oscillations have been implemented in the com-
mercial systems [5]. Myriad techniques that use microbubble
subharmonic [6] and superharmonic [7] frequencies are being
explored to further improve the image quality. In recent years,
high frame-rate ultrasound, which typically uses nonfocused
plane/diverging wave transmissions [8], [9], has been com-
bined with microbubbles [10]–[12], which has led to non-
destructive microbubble detection at frame rates two orders
of magnitude higher than the established line-by-line imaging
mode. The large amount of data in high frame-rate contrast-
enhanced ultrasound has created a renewed interest in simul-
taneous Doppler and perfusion imaging [13] and provided
opportunities for super-resolution imaging [14].

The therapeutic use of microbubbles is currently an area
of great interest. Microbubble volumetric vibrations can be
actively driven by the use of ultrasound [15], and the associ-
ated biomechanical effects have been used as a mechanism to
break up blood clots since the 1990s [16]. For sonoporation,
the enhanced cell membrane permeability caused by localized
microbubble oscillations [17], has been shown to improve
uptake of coadministered therapeutics [18], [19]. Microbubbles
can also be engineered as drug vehicles and payload release
can be activated through the external acoustic fields at specific
locations [20], [21]. Following intravenous injections, a low
microbubble concentration in the region of interest (ROI)
can hamper their therapeutic potential for sonothromboly-
sis [22] or trans-membrane drug delivery [23]. Conjugating
microbubbles with antibodies, can target them to vascular
receptors with high specificity [24], but some approaches
can elicit an immune system response [25]. Furthermore,
the targeting efficiency is reduced in the presence of high
flow rates [26]. Microbubbles preferentially travel along the
centerline of a vessel where the flow is fastest, which reduces
binding further in large vessels, as they are not in the proximity
of the diseased blood vessel endothelium. To address these
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limitations, acoustic radiation force (ARF) has been used to
manipulate the position of microbubbles to the distal vascular
wall in order to facilitate the cellular binding [27]–[30] and
locally increase the microbubble concentration.

An alternative approach to ARF is the use of magnetic
nanoparticle-doped microbubbles that can be manipulated by
an external magnetic field [31]. In vitro [32] and in vivo [33]
studies demonstrated that magnetic targeting of microbubbles
can be achieved with a constrained depth of 20 mm. The use of
optimized magnetic arrays could achieve improved targeting
performance in terms of depth and accuracy [34]. These opti-
mized arrays are comprised of multilayer permanent magnet
elements, generating the maximum field strength at a position
of interest. Unfortunately, implementing this technique is
difficult, since optimizations are valid only for specific depths.

Locally accumulating microbubbles over time would pro-
mote interactions with the diseased tissue in space, and permit
enhanced mechanical bioeffects with the given microbubble
dose upon therapeutic excitations. There is also a strong benefit
of image monitoring which in turn guides localized microbub-
ble accumulation and release of the payload. In large blood
vessels, potentially all of these will contribute to therapeutic
regimes involving acoustic cavitation, such as sonothromboly-
sis and trans-membrane drug delivery for atherosclerosis [35].
In this paper, a method for controlled microbubble accumu-
lation through combining acoustic trapping with plane wave
imaging (PWI) is presented. The use of custom ultrasonic
beams to image, translate and retain microbubbles against
physiologically relevant flow rates was investigated with a
linear array transducer.

II. ACOUSTIC MICROBUBBLE TRAPPING AND IMAGING

This section details the implementation of a composite
ultrasound sequence that combines both trapping and PWI
modalities. An acoustic trap field comprised of phase and
amplitude modulated beams affects microbubble flow behavior
to achieve localized accumulation and the instantaneous switch
to imaging beams is expected to track microbubbles.

By considering a linear array transducer with N active
elements that is split into two equal apertures, two equivalent
but π phase-shifted plane waves were emitted simultaneously
from these subapertures (N/2 elements) and destructively
interfered at the center of the field. Fig. 1(a) shows a nor-
malized 3-D peak negative pressure (PNP) field (an animation
can be found in Supplementary Video S1 ) using the Field II
package [36] with parameters given in Table I. To ensure
clarity of the figure values below a threshold of −25 dB were
removed. The arrow in Fig. 1(a) shows the flow direction of
microbubbles. An acoustic null at the center of the acoustic
field produces the pressure gradients required for the trapping
effect to arrest microbubbles in flow. To visualize the null zone
in the elevation direction, the −6-dB acoustic field at the depth
of 35 mm is shown in Fig. 1(b). This plot was normalized by
its own maximum value and the 35 mm depth was chosen to
match the experimental setup in Section IV-B. The input beam
[Fig. 1(c)] reduces the microbubble velocity through a primary
radiation force that opposes the direction of flow. A disadvan-
tage of using all (128) elements is that the radial radiation

Fig. 1. PNP simulations by Field II. (a) Symmetric 3-D acoustic trap field.
At the depth of 35 mm: (b) −6-dB 2-D acoustic field; PNP profiles by emitting
π phase shifted (c) symmetric and (d) asymmetric plane wave beams. The
number of active elements (N ) that were excited for the acoustic trap was
128 for (a)–(c) and 64 for (d). The control ARF beam in (d) was emitted by
the 32-element output aperture. For the acoustic trap and control ARF beam
in Fig. 1(d), an asymmetric Hann apodization window was applied to the
central 64 elements.

force within the inlet region impedes microbubbles entering
the trapping region [Fig. 1(c)]. To address this, the pressure
was lowered by asymmetrically apodizing the outer elements

http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TUFFC.2018.2838332/mm1
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TABLE I

L11-4 TRANSDUCER AND FIELD-II SIMULATION PROPERTIES

of the array. Parameters relating to this operation were set
for the given flow condition and more information about the
ultrasound parameters is given in Section IV-B. The resulting
simulation of the acoustic trap is shown in Fig. 1(d). The
asymmetric trapping beam generates a lower pressure at the
inlet, compared with that at the outlet. A single-peak ARF push
beam resolved by emitting tapered plane waves only from the
output aperture is also included in Fig. 1(d) as the control
ARF beam in this study.

To monitor microbubble trapping, PWI pulses were inter-
leaved with the trapping beams. Every full field-of-view
2-D image was acquired through a single plane wave trans-
mission in PWI. It was adopted to preserve the trapping
efficiency, by minimizing both the time needed for imaging
and microbubble destruction [10], [11].

III. FORCES ON MICROBUBBLES IN A TRAPPING FIELD

In this section, the formulation of forces on a microbubble
is undertaken followed by a simulation demonstrating the trap-
ping effect on a single microbubble. The secondary radiation
force that is produced by the microbubble rescattered field is
neglected in the present method.

A. Primary Radiation Force

The use of a linear array simplifies analysis within the
2-D imaging plane. In a trapping field, microbubbles will
experience the axial radiation force, as shown in [37], and
a trapping force through the generation of lateral pressure
gradients [38], [39]. Difficulties in characterizing the primary
radiation force on microbubble populations, can arise from
different configurations of the ultrasonic system, the microbub-
ble size distribution and concentration as highlighted in [37].
But the force F on a single microbubble can be estimated
by (1) [37], [40]

F = −�V (t)∇ P� (1)

where � � indicates a time average, and V (t) and ∇ P
are the microbubble volume and spatial pressure gradient,
respectively.

Fig. 2. At the depth of 35 mm, (a) the simulated and modeled lateral pressure
patterns at the moment t = 0 in (3), and (b) the lateral radiation force on a
2.2-μm microbubble based on parameters given in Table II.

At a specific depth of the trapping field, the axial radiation
force Faxial on a microbubble can be formulated by (2) [37]

Faxial = 2π (PaWx )
2 D R0

ρ c ω T

2βtot/ω

[(ω0/ω)2 − 1)]2 + (2βtot/ω)2

(2)

where Pa and Wx mean the peak acoustic pressure ampli-
tude and the pressure amplitude modulation function in the
direction (x) orthogonal to the incident field, respectively.
D/T indicates the pulse duty cycle. ω and ω0 denote the
driving frequency and resonant frequency of the microbubble,
respectively. R0 is the equilibrium microbubble radius, ρ is
the medium density, c is the speed of sound in the medium,
and βtot is the dimensionless damping coefficient.

In the direction perpendicular to the axial ultrasonic beam
and at a specific depth, the amplitude modulated trapping
field is modeled with a sinusoidal pattern [41]. The acoustic
amplitude Plateral along this direction which is defined by the
axis x is thus written as follows:

Plateral = P0 + Pa B(x)sin(kx)cos(ωt) (3)

where P0 is the constant hydrostatic pressure and t is time.
k = 2π/λ and λ = 10.8 mm is the wavelength of the modeled
sinusoidal pattern which is given in Fig. 2(a). For simplicity,
the symmetric trapping setup with 64 active elements transmit-
ting 7-MHz traveling waves was configured for Fig. 2(a) and a
Hann window was applied to the active aperture to modulate
the pressure amplitude. The constant hydrostatic pressure is
not shown in Fig. 2(a), and the simulated pressure profile was
normalized by Pa as given in (2) and (3). B(x) is a rectangular
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window function, which is defined by

B(x) =
⎧
⎨

⎩

1, −λ

2
< x <

λ

2
0, otherwise.

(4)

The lateral pressure gradient ∇ Plateral is thus given by (5)

∇ Plateral = k Pa B(x)cos(kx)cos(ωt). (5)

Assuming linear amplitude oscillations, the microbubble
volume can be modeled as (6) [40] for microbubbles
with a resonant frequency below the ultrasound drive
frequency

V (t) = V0[1 − (3Re0/R0)sin(kx)cos(ωt + π)] (6)

where V0 is the equilibrium microbubble volume and Re0 is
the instantaneous variation of the microbubble radius, which
is given by (7) [37]

Re0 = Pa

R0ρω2
�[(ω0/ω)2 − 1)]2 + (2βtot/ω)2

. (7)

Thus, the lateral radiation force Flateral on a microbubble in
a pulsed trapping field is deduced to be (8)

Flateral = −
�

V (t)∇ Plateral
D

T

�

= −3Re0V0sin(2kx)k Pa B(x)

4R0

D

T
. (8)

B. Stokes Drag Force and Microbubble Trapping

With the assumption that the microbubble radius does not
change [37], [42], the Stokes drag force Fdrag acting on one
microbubble in fluid is given by (9) [37]

Fdrag = 6πηR0(vf − vb) (9)

where η is the dynamic viscosity of the liquid and vb and vf
are the microbubble and liquid velocity, respectively.

Considering a flow direction perpendicular to the axial
ultrasonic beam, the lateral microbubble motion equation in
a trapping field is given by (10), while neglecting the effect
of gravity and buoyancy [41], [42]

mb
dvb

dt
+ Fdrag + Flateral = 0 (10)

where mb is the microbubble mass.
A microbubble is trapped by the lateral radiation force,

when vb = 0 and dvb/dt = 0 are satisfied in (9)
and (10). In this case, the maximum speed �vmax� of the
microbubble which can be trapped is given by (11) through
combining (8)–(10)

�vmax� =
�
�
�
�

Re0V0sin(2kx)k Pa B(x)

8R0
2πη

D

T

�
�
�
� . (11)

A simulation was performed by assuming the presence
of a 2.2-μm SonoVue microbubble in purified water, with
the microbubble positioned at a depth of 35 mm relative
to the transducer surface. The lateral radiation force on the
microbubble is shown in Fig. 2(b) with parameters reported
in Table II. Based on (11), the microbubble with a velocity up

TABLE II

PARAMETERS USED FOR FIG.2(B)

to 5.3 cm/s can be halted at the 1.4-mm position where the
trapping force reaches its maximum assuming that the flow is
entering from the left side.

The presence of the input beam would displace microbub-
bles to the side of a vessel as a result of the axial radiation
force. The displacement could decrease the velocity of the
microbubbles [27] before they enter the trap region, allowing a
larger fraction of microbubbles arrested by the trapping force.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL TESTS

A tissue mimicking material (TMM) ultrasound flow phan-
tom [44] was manufactured for the experimental component of
this study. For all experimental conditions, both the trapping
field and control ARF beam as described in Section II were
used.

A. Ultrasound TMM Phantom Manufacture

A wall-less agar-based TMM flow phantom was made by
mixing 36-g (3% by mass) agar power (Acros Organics,
Geel, Belgium) and 25-g glass microspheres (P2011SL-2.5,
Cospheric, Santa Barbara, USA) with filtered and degassed
water. The mixture was then heated on a hot plate (Corning,
Inc., Mexico) until the temperature reached 96 ◦C for 30 min.
Glycerin (Value Health, Nottingham, U.K.) of 8% by mass
and 10-g Germall plus (Gracefruit, Stirlingshire, U.K.) were
added when the temperature was below 70 ◦C. The continuous
stirring throughout the whole process permitted a uniform
distribution of ultrasound scatters. Once mixed, the solution
was poured into a container incorporated with a 2.8-mm plastic
tube. The tube was removed after the phantom set to create
a wall-less flow phantom. The average speed of sound and
attenuation through this TMM was measured to be 1547 m/s
and 0.42 dB·cm−1·MHz−1, respectively [45].

B. Flow Model and Experimental Parameters

The inlet of the 2.8-mm vessel at a depth of 35 mm (Fig. 3)
was connected to a syringe, which was driven by a pump
(Aladdin AL-1000, World Precision Instruments). The outlet
was collected in a beaker and disposed of. At the ambient tem-
perature 20 ◦C ±1 ◦C, SonoVue (Bracco S.p.A, Milan, Italy)
solutions (diluted by 1:3000) were passed through the vessel
with a constant flow rate of 56 mL/min (Vmean = 152 mm/s).
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TABLE III

FLOW PARAMETERS

Fig. 3. Schematic of the experimental setup with the simulated acoustic trap
field (normalized PNP) superimposed onto the diagrammatic ultrasound flow
phantom.

Considering a Newtonian fluid, this flow corresponds to a
shear rate of 433 s−1, which is within the range of human
arterial flow [46]. Inlet tubing of 50 cm ensured a constant
parabolic flow profile within the imaging field as formulated
by L = 0.04d Re, where L is the entrance length for steady
laminar flow, d is the diameter of the vessel, and Re is
the Reynold’s number [47]. The flow parameters are given
in Table III.

The Ultrasound Array Research Platform II was pro-
grammed to generate the trapping and PWI modalities, in con-
junction with a Verasonics L11-4 transducer (Verasonics, Inc.,
WA, USA). Each sequence consisted of dual excitations,
the first being a long duration 7-MHz trapping waveform as

Fig. 4. Timing of emission sequences in experiments. ARF beams were
interleaved with the imaging mode from 202 to 1801 ms and the shading
shows one period. For clarity, ARF pulses emitted from two subapertures are
diagramed.

shown in Fig. 4, followed by a two-cycle 7.55-MHz PWI
pulse. The transducer had a center frequency of 7.55 MHz
with a −6-dB bandwidth of 90.8%.

A switching frequency of 1 kHz was chosen between two
schemes, which resulted in a 500-Hz frame rate for imaging.
Schematic illustrations of the sequence timing used in this
study are shown in Fig. 4. The acoustic trap or control
ARF beam was emitted in an intermittent way to protect
the transducer (Fig. 4). ARF beams were activated between
202 and 1801 ms throughout the 2.2-s acquisition. For trapping
microbubbles, the duty cycle ratio between the input and
output apertures was empirically set to be 0.5 [38]. Only the
output aperture was activated to emit the control ARF beam.

Pressures were measured through a 200-μm calibrated
needle hydrophone (Precision Acoustics, Dorchester, U.K.)
in water at the depth of 35 mm. The maximum PNP for
ARF beams was estimated to be 320 kPa (mechanical index:
0.13 [48], [49]) after correcting for the attenuation of the phan-
tom, and the mechanical index was tuned to 0.15 for imaging.
For the given arterial flow condition, an aperture of 64 active
elements was empirically set for the acoustic trap, and two
32-element subapertures were programmed to emit plane
waves with the opposite phase polarity. The amplitude mod-
ulation of the beam as described in Section II was achieved
through a pulse-width modulation scheme [50], [51]. At the
depth of 35 mm, the measured PNP profile of the designed
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Fig. 5. Estimated and measured PNP profiles of the acoustic trap
(center frequency: 7 MHz) at the depth of 35 mm. The maximum derated
PNP = 320 kPa in the measurement.

TABLE IV

PARAMETERS IN BEAMFORMING AND THE

SPECKLE TRACKING ALGORITHM

acoustic trap is given in Fig. 5 and compared with its simulated
counterpart. Meanwhile, the improvement of lateral resolution
in PWI is expected due to a larger aperture when all 128 ele-
ments are used to create each line in the image. Thus, all
128 elements were active for PWI.

All the raw data were subsequently transferred and saved to
a local drive for offline post processing with MATLAB (The
MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).

C. Analysis of Trapping Effects

The trapping force on the microbubble populations was used
to affect their flow behavior and retard them. Vector flow
mapping through a custom speckle tracking algorithm [52]
was then used to provide a vector flow overlay to track
microbubble trajectories, before, during, and after trapping.
Briefly, RF frames were formed by using the delay and
sum beamformation [8] with fixed axial and lateral sam-
pling grids, followed by interframe displacement estimations.
Displacements were first determined by a correlation-based
pattern matching method in integer pixels. Accompanied by
the median filtering and subpixel Gaussian interpolation [53],
estimated displacements in conjunction with the known frame
rate were used to render flow vectors within an ROI. Parame-
ters in this processing are given in Table IV.

The influence, if any, of the vector density on the analysis
of vector flow mapping was established by changing the

size of the overlapped regions between blocks for equivalent
measurements. The axial and lateral kernel sizes are listed
in Table IV [54]. This shows they were estimated with the
ability to track the maximum velocity of 303 mm/s in this
study (see Table III). In each test, the interrogation window
size and the lateral kernel overlapping size were kept same,
while the percentage of the axial window overlapping was
varied between 50% and 66%.

A consequence of speed deceleration, caused by the trap-
ping field, was that a greater quantity of microbubbles
were deposited within the trap. The cumulative brightness
(enveloped data) of microbubbles within ROIs was used to
proportionally correlate microbubble quantities over time. The
intensity baseline of this approach, was determined by replac-
ing microbubble solutions with purified water.

For statistical analysis, a one-way ANOVA was used to
demonstrate the statistical significance with a p value smaller
than 0.05.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Effects of a Trapping Field on Microbubble
Flow Dynamics

Fig. 6 shows the representative images acquired for,
from top to bottom, water only, free-flowing microbubbles,
microbubbles with the trapping field and microbubbles in
combination with the control ARF beam. Schematic dia-
grams of PNP profiles across the vessel axis are added to
Fig. 6(c) and (d).

In the presence of microbubbles, color coded vector maps
were superimposed onto corresponding gray scale images
reconstructed from single plane wave pulses. These gray scale
images are shown with a dynamic range of 40 dB in Fig. 6. The
orientation of each arrow indicates the averaged interframe
microbubble trace within that kernel, whilst the arrow length
correlates the speed. In velocity estimations, the interrogation
window occupied a depth span of 0.621 mm and a lateral width
of 1.800 mm (see Table IV). The axial kernel overlapping
of 50% was used for still vector flow frames in Fig. 6. Two
adjacent PWI RF frames were needed to resolve a single
vector flow frame, and no multiframe averaging was applied
to smooth the velocity profile.

Fig. 6(a) is a reference frame without microbubbles. The
ROI within the flow channel showing microbubble trajectories
was defined with dotted lines and utilized with all the data.
The flow condition in this study was estimated to be steady
(see Table III) and the resulting laminar flow would follow a
parabolic pattern, with zero speed at the wall. With identical
parameter sets used for Fig. 6(b)–(d), the noise floor of vector
flow mapping was determined by processing one reference
data set with purified water pumped through the channel
at a rate of 56 mL/min (see Section IV-C). Consequently,
1100 PWI RF frames (or 1099 vector flow maps) were used
and the noise floor was found to be 1.2 ± 0.6 mm/s (mean
value ± 3 standard deviations). To improve clarity, a threshold
of 5 mm/s which is above the noise floor was used for
labeling flow vector estimations as green dots, indicative of
the occurrence of trapped microbubbles. Other values above
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Fig. 6. Examples of captured frames for (a) water, (b) freely flowing microbubbles, (c) microbubbles with the acoustic trap, and (d) microbubbles with the
control ARF beam. In the presence of microbubbles, composite images are shown with the vector flow overlay. Flow vectors with a velocity slower than
5 mm/s are highlighted with green dots.

the noise floor for velocity estimations could be used and
the threshold of 5 mm/s was heuristically adopted for report-
ing. No flow direction information was available at these
locations. The ROI was chosen to exclude flow vectors on
the wall.

Supplementary Video S2 shows one example of the
temporal evolution of microbubble flow patterns with acoustic
trapping. To reject noise mainly residing in the deep loca-
tion, the singular value decomposition (SVD) filter [55]
was introduced when producing the video. Interleaving the
acoustic trapping beam with PWI pulses resulted in nonuni-
form microbubble flow speeds in the inlet, trap, and outlet
regions (Fig. 6). When the eigen-based SVD filter was first
applied to the global plane wave data, the complex spa-
tially varying microbubble speed affected the consequential
microbubble speckle pattern and complicated the velocity esti-
mation. The blockwise SVD filtering has been suggested [56]
to tackle spatially varying characteristics but with heavy com-
putational burdens. To simplify the processing in this study,
the beamformed plane wave RF frames were divided into
the contrast region and the tissue background, and only the

Fig. 7. Singular value distribution for the data used in Supplementary

Video S2 . Inset: expanded view of the singular value distribution with
a separation line showing the cutoff order of 10.

tissue background was spatio-temporally processed to remove
noise. Noise is supposed to be described by higher order

http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TUFFC.2018.2838332/mm2
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Fig. 8. Normalized distributions of trapped microbubbles along the lateral axis are shown by summing green dots from vector flow maps. The mean value
and standard deviation are given from three repeated trials. (a) Axial kernel overlapping: 50%. (b) Axial kernel overlapping: 66%.

singular vectors which have smaller singular values [55].
The SVD filter order was chosen to be 10 from which the
singular value curve starts to flatten [56] as shown in Fig. 7.
Flow dynamics were tracked with the method detailed ear-
lier. The axial kernel overlapping of 50% was employed
in velocity estimations and the video was played back
at 25 fps.

To show the effect of the acoustic trap and control
ARF beam on the flow profile, first a control experiment
without any ARF beams was performed to calculate the
baseline [Fig. 6(b)]. Before the activation of ARF beams
at t = 202 ms, there are no visible green dots representing
trapped microbubbles. Fig. 6(c) shows a single snapshot of
microbubble flow dynamics when the acoustic trap is active.
Although the microbubble flow changes with time (see Sup-
plementary Video S2 ), the speed of microbubbles reduces
significantly within the trapping region, with green dots
showing trapped microbubbles. When compared with results
by using the control ARF beam in Fig. 6(d), the acoustic
trap in Fig. 6(c) enables more microbubble accumulation
also in the lumen. Once acoustic trapping beams ceased at
t = 1801 ms, the microbubble trajectories follow a laminar
flow pattern similar to Fig. 6(b), as shown in Supplementary
Video S2 .

The two different axial kernel overlapping sizes in Table IV
were used to manipulate the density of flow vectors within the
unaltered ROI. In each trail, the number of green labels was
counted with the vector flow frame 101 to 900, considering
the period (from 202 to 1801 ms) with the application of
ARF beams. Normalized values are portrayed spreading the
lateral axis as shown in Fig. 8. With the identical setup
in velocity mapping, in comparison to experiments with the
control ARF beam, where the drag force overcomes the coun-
terflow radiation force, the acoustic trap shows the enhanced
capability of microbubble accumulation (p < 0.05) for both
the conditions in Fig. 8.

B. Effects of a Trapping Field on Microbubble
Signal Amplitude Curves

Three ROIs were defined and allocated at the inlet,
the designed trapping region and the outlet as shown
in Fig. 9(a). Signal magnitude curves are presented as a
function of time over three repeated trials in Fig. 9(b)–(d).

During the first 202 ms duration without the use of
ARF, no significant magnitude differences were observed
[Fig. 9(c) and (d)]. In the following 1.6-s period with the
application of the acoustic trap, signal amplitudes from all
three ROIs showed increases until approaching a steady state,
whereas in control experiments, the similar increasing trend
of intensities occurred only in the trap and outlet ROIs.
During the last 200 ms, specific to the trap ROI, an instan-
taneous signal increase was perceptibly observable after the
cessation of ARF [Fig. 9(c) and (d)]. However, much higher
amplitudes were obtained with the acoustic trap. A secondary
radiation force that was generated from microbubble rescat-
tered fields, can be attractive or repulsive determined by
the relationship of microbubble vibration phases. In response
to ARF beams, the secondary radiation force was present
as aggregating microbubbles during sonication. The disper-
sion of microbubble clusters after ceasing ARF has been
demonstrated to be responsible for the transient amplitude
enhancement [29], [57]. Thus, the prediction of microbubble
quantities through image intensities would only be reliable
after deactivating ARF beams. Consequently, within the trap
ROI from 1900 to 2200 ms, the acoustic trap led to an average
amplitude improvement of 71% ± 28% (n = 3, p < 0.05)
over the control, indicating more efficient microbubble
localization.

VI. DISCUSSION

With a linear array transducer, this paper demonstrated
the use of acoustic trapping and PWI to facilitate local-
ized microbubble accumulation. The proposed scheme was

http://dx.doi.org/10.1109/TUFFC.2018.2838332/mm2
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Fig. 9. Average intensity curves in (a) ROIs are displayed as a function of time, for (b) water, (c) microbubbles + the acoustic trap, and (d) microbubbles +
the control ARF beam. Results are shown with the mean and standard deviation from three trials.

illustrated by simulating and measuring the beam pattern
and further verified with a wall-less flow phantom. Greater
microbubble accumulation was achieved within an ROI in a
controlled way when the trapping field was activated. The
interleaved PWI modality enabled the monitoring of this
process. In the presence of additional therapeutic excitations,
accumulated bare microbubbles using the proposed scheme
are expected to enhance microbubble-cell interactions resultant
from the increased microbubble concentration [32]. When
microbubbles are functionalized or attached with a therapeutic
payload such as a liposome [58], a localized payload release,
and possibly control of the concentration of payload through
varying the cluster size, could be achieved by using a single
transducer performing microbubble trapping, imaging, and
destruction.

Influenced by the ARF beams, the secondary radiation force
from the microbubble rescattered pressure field aggregates
microbubbles. The microbubble cluster dynamics could be
described with an identical model for a single microbub-
ble through inputting the cluster radius to the system [17].
Consequently, clusters will resonate at a lower driving fre-
quency. It is difficult to estimate the cluster radii in vivo
making the resonant frequency unpredictable, which could
affect imaging or payload release. When microbubbles are
clustered, it is hard to destroy them. However, after the
trap is ceased they start to disperse. The instant increase of
microbubble intensities in Fig. 9(c) and (d) is illustrated as
a result of microbubble cluster dispersion [29], [57]. Thus,
it would be possible to destroy them and maximize release
from a therapeutic microbubble by setting an appropriate
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time delay between the destruction pulse and trapping
beam.

Quantifying trapped microbubbles with ultrasound imag-
ing is challenging. The off-resonance driving, attenuation,
and acoustic shadowing are responsible for the suppression
of the intensity increase, irrelative with the real microbub-
ble concentration. The size of clusters or the number of
microbubbles cannot be estimated from the B-mode or contrast
mode images when the trapping beam is active. In this
study, the image brightness after deactivating ARF beams,
as shown in Fig. 9 (c) and (d) between 1900 and 2200 ms,
was quantified and the acoustic trap showed an average gain
of 71% ± 28% (n = 3, p < 0.05) relative to the control
ARF beam.

The use of the 1-D linear array lacks the capability of
beamforming along the elevation axis, which limits acoustic
trapping as one in-plane method. Given the 3-D nature of
vascular anatomy and blood flow, a 2-D array would be of
immense importance which enables simultaneous microbubble
trapping and imaging in a 3-D volume. With a fully addressed
2-D array, the high channel count would place a heavy
burden on electronics. The optimized sparse array could be
a good candidate, which maintains moderate acoustic field
patterns but with much reduced active elements [59]. Although
having a limitation in the elevation direction, the experimental
comparison between the acoustic trap and a control ARF beam
showed that the acoustic trap retained a larger microbubble
population in the lumen area of a 2.8-mm vessel (Fig. 6c).
This would be advantageous in cases where targets are not
only located along the distal wall. Potentially, benefiting
from the two-peak acoustic trap and the counterflow radiation
force, microbubble localization would be more resistant to the
pulsatile nature of blood flow.

Narrower acoustic trapping regions can be achieved with
higher driving frequencies resulting from shorter wavelengths.
But the use of higher frequencies will be prone to higher atten-
uation. A center frequency of 7 MHz was used for trapping
in this study, but the easy control of electronics enables the
flexible frequency modification for vessels at different depths.

PWI should be operated in a real-time and continuous man-
ner to assist motion detection, which is very important to keep
the trap always in the targeted region. The use of a graphics
processing unit-based beamformer [60] may allow for the fast
realization of PWI. To selectively image microbubbles, non-
linear imaging modalities such as subharmonic imaging [44],
[61], pulse inversion, or amplitude modulation [62] can be
further investigated.

There are multiple ways to manipulate the formation of the
acoustic trap to accommodate different flow rates. For exam-
ple, adjusting the driving voltage or dynamically apodizing the
aperture of the transducer, could account for variable pressure
slopes in the trap field, and thus simple ways to engender
varying counterflow radiation forces. For the given flow con-
dition in this study, empirically determined parameters were
used for trapping microbubbles. More automated approaches
to determine the required acoustical parameters should be
further investigated. The fast realization of PWI could also

make it possible to have the necessary feedback loop and guide
the determination of required parameters.

The use of purified water as circulating fluid in a wall-
less flow phantom is a simplified experimental demonstration
of a complex in vivo application. The presence of other
molecules within the blood stream, red blood cells, for exam-
ple, could interfere with microbubble trapping. The relative
angle between the transducer and the vessel would affect
the performance of the proposed method, which could be
optimized through imaging prior to trapping. As the angle
increases, so does the trapping efficiency. To make this scheme
more widely adopted, a solution that could be employed is to
tilt the transducer or electronically steer the beam, as is broadly
used in ultrasonic color Doppler imaging.

VII. CONCLUSION

The capability of localized accumulation of microbubbles
holds promise for the enhanced therapeutic use of microbub-
bles to treat vascular diseases. In this paper, one scheme
allowing for simultaneous microbubble trapping and imaging
was proposed and demonstrated. After a period of 1.6 s with
ARF beams interleaved, the acoustic trap outperformed the
control, with slower microbubble speeds in the center of the
sound field (p < 0.05) and an enhancement of 71% ±
28% (p < 0.05) in image brightness. The easy control of
electronics would enable this scheme applicable to a range of
flow conditions, and with attachment of drugs to microbubbles,
further amplified merits would be anticipated.
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